Currently, proton exchange membrane fuel cells are the most widely used fuel cell technology, In this article the function of fuel cells is briefly introduced. Certain characters of fuel cells are investigated through measuring the relation between electric current, voltage and product. A series of physics experiments using fuel cells is designed.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the gradual deepening of new energy research, fuel cell research and development more and more attention by researchers. Compared to the ordinary combustion of fuel heat engine, the fuel cell is the use of electrochemical reaction of direct power generation, energy conversion rate is higher, the reactants for hydrogen and oxygen, easy access in the outside, the reaction product for the water, the environment pollution. And in the same unit volume of ordinary battery energy storage density is much lower than the hydrogen, so early in the field of aerospace applications more widely. At present, many countries have invested heavily, the application of fuel cells to expand the direction of new energy vehicles, digital products, such as battery life. As early as English scientist Grove has developed the early fuel cell in the beginning of the 19th century, after passed through the material, the structure, the preparation craft gradually consummation the fuel cell has had the usability. According to the battery electrolyte and the fuel grade, may divide into six kind of types roughly, respectively be the alkalinity fuel cell, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell, the direct methyl alcohol fuel cell, the phosphoric acid fuel cell, the fusing carbonate fuel cell, the solid oxide compound fuel cell, this article mainly conducts the thorough research to the proton exchange membrane fuel cell.
The fuel for the battery is hydrogen and oxygen, oxygen can be obtained directly from the air, hydrogen can be prepared by electrolysis of water or biological materials conversion method. This study includes three aspects, namely, the conversion of photoelectric energy for solar cell power generation, the conversion of hydrogen energy from electrolytic water, and the hydrogen energy conversion of fuel cell power generation. The three links cover the energy conversion-storage-use process. The progress of human productivity is inseparable from the development of energy, relying solely on the exploitation of mineral resources not only caused environmental pollution will also face the lack of resources, in order to ensure the sustainable development of society, new energy research and development is the current research focus. It is believed that in the future use of new energy, the use of solar energy 1 Tianjin Sino-German University of Applied Sciences, Tianjin, 300350, China easy to obtain and rich nature of the preparation of the fuel cell will replace coal, oil and natural gas as a new clean energy. The experimental content of this study is closely related to the current social development research hotspot, hands-on practice is rich and the experimental material will not cause secondary pollution to the environment.
The comprehensive experiments purpose of this study design is as follows: 1) the master eyes of fuel cell operation; 2) observe and understand the process of energy conversion in the experiments; 3) the output characteristics of fuel cell are studied, and calculation, the output power and efficiency of the battery; 4) by measuring the properties of the proton exchange membrane to verify the Faraday's law of electrolysis.
The Experimental Principle
Proton exchange membrane preparation of fuel cells this year to develop rapidly, because the type of battery with small size, fast energy conversion characteristics, and can be used at room temperature, more suitable for cars and other mobile equipment to provide electricity. The structure of the proton exchange membrane fuel cell is shown in Fig 1. The most common proton exchange membrane is that the material is made of perfluoroacetic acid with a minimum thickness of only 0.05mm solid polymer film. The film has the selectivity. Hydrogen ions can reach the cathode from the anode but prevent the passage of electricity or gas. Using chemical process means the scale of platinum nanoparticles attached to the surface of the proton exchange membrane preparation into around 0.03 mm thickness of the catalytic layer and hydrogen can promote the anode oxidation and the cathodic reduction of oxygen. About the thickness of 0.3 mm of graphitized carbon membrane as anode and cathode, on either side of the membrane with high electrical conductivity, the surface of carbon membrane pores become diffusion layer, as the gas into the path of the catalytic layer. Fuel cell as a power supply to ensure the stability of voltage and the output power, which requires the method of using series or parallel to integrate several batteries together, in order to enhance the good electrical conductivity between monomer battery anode cathodic, use graphite or making good performance of conductive metal flow field plate, and the opening to ease the flow of gas on the surface. This experiment in order to facilitate the teaching intuitive, using organic glass materials flow field plate. The action process can be modelled as follows.
During the process of electrolysis, water can be decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen. During the operation of the fuel cell, hydrogen and oxygen can react to produce water. These two reactions become reversible processes. The actual preparation process of the electrode depends on its use as a fuel cell or an electrolyzer, and the electrode as a fuel cell needs to be easily absorbed and the electrode of the electrolyzer needs to release the gas quickly. In the work of the fuel cell cathode reaction generated by the need for timely elimination of water, otherwise it will hinder the flow of gas; and the anode of the electrolyzer need to ensure that water is flooded.
Laboratory Apparatus
The overall device used in this experiment shown in Figure 2 , the experimental instrument consists of the following parts. 
Experiment
When the temperature and pressure to determine, by adjusting the load resistance to measure the volt-ampere characteristic curve, also known as the fuel cell polarization characteristics curve, as shown in Figure 3 . Research analysis discovery, when in the fuel energy conversion for the electrical energy efficiency achieved when 100%, obtains the ideal electromotive force through the computation is 1.48V. The actual fuel energy decides the existence in the switching process to lose critical, for example produces the heat energy or the electric current which the electronic flowing forms in the proton exchange membrane and so on, therefore the fuel cell its external voltage is certainly lower than the ideal electromotive force in the practical work.
May discover by Figure 3 , when the electric current increases by the zero in certain scope, the output voltage drop tendency is obvious, this is when because electric current output can change the electrode surface the charge state, but the electrode surface reaction rate is slow, the voltage which therefore the electron outputs from the anode or inputs negative pole time produces to be able to have the part to lose, this section of curves also are called the electrochemistry polarization area.
In external voltage linear letdown area, when electron stream after electrode as well as ion through electrolyte time can have the resistance, this time loss of voltage and the output current becomes the proportional relationship, this section of region also is called the ohm polarization area.
In the concentration polarization area, the out-port magnitude of current is big, causes the electrode surface reactant density to reduce that causes the external voltage to drop rapidly. And the parameters can be added as the follows. In hydrogen production can use the formula (6), will test values compared with the theoretical analysis.
Without considering the input voltage under the condition of current value, if the hydrogen generation and is related to electricity, differ with the theoretical value and measured value is small, then the Faraday's law proves successful. 
Data Analysis and Processing

Conclusion
This paper describes the working mechanism of the fuel cell; the use of proton exchange membrane fuel cell design physics experiments to help students more intuitive understanding of the electrolytic cell, fuel cell energy conversion process, that is, powerelectrolytic cell -hydrogen energy (energy storage) -fuel cell -The relationship between the maximum output power and the efficiency of the fuel cell is measured by measuring the output characteristics of the fuel cell. The Faraday's law of electrolysis is further understood by measuring the characteristics of the proton exchange membrane electrolytic cell. Students through independent design of fuel cell experiments can improve students' ability of independent learning and innovation, in the physical teaching of the prospects are more extensive.
